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Brain Pool Program Operation Guideline

Complete Revision Jan. 29. 2013

Chapter 1 General Principle

Article 1 (Purpose) This guideline aims to define specific agendas that are needed

for the operation of Brain Pool Program (hereinafter referred to as 'BP

Program').

Article 2 (Definition) The used terms in this guideline are defined as below.

1. 'Professional institution' refers to 'The Korean Federation of Science and

Technology Societies (KOFST)' that performs the duties of evaluating and

managing BP Program assigned by the Minister of the Ministry of Science, ICT

and Future Planning (hereinafter referred to as the 'Minister').

2. 'Host research institute' refer to organizations (government funded research

institutes, national & public research institutes, universities and university

affiliated research institutes, non-profit corporation research institutes, corporate

affiliated research institutes, etc.) in which the manager of BP Program research

tasks (conducted with invited outstanding overseas scientists) is affiliated to.

3. 'Outstanding overseas scientists' refer to distinguished foreign scientists and

engineers and Korean scientists and engineers residing overseas who have years

of experience in research development.

4. 'Research grant' refers to the amount of financial support for the outstanding

overseas scientists of BP Program that is calculated by their performance grades.

5. 'Inviting expenses' refer to the cost needed for inviting outstanding overseas

scientists of BP Program which include air fare, moving expense, insurance for

injury and diseases and health care.

6. 'Program expenses' refer to research grant and inviting expenses.

Article 3 (Scope of application) The Professional institutions and the host research

institutes of BP Program should comply with the guideline in managing and
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operating the Program. For the items that are not stipulated in this guideline, they

should follow the regulations related to managing national research development

program and the research development program regulations in science and

technology fields that fall under the Ministry of Science, ICT and Future Planning.

Chapter 2 Program Operating System

Article 4 (Areas of support) BP Program supports the whole area of science and

technology.

Article 5 (Beneficiary & requirement) The requirements of outstanding overseas

scientists are as below.

1. Foreign or Korean scientists and engineers with more than 5 years of experience

in research & technology development in overseas after acquiring doctoral degree.

2. Scientists and engineers with more than 5 years of experience in research &

technology development in overseas local industries. Only for those apply for

corporate affiliated research institutes.

Article 6 (Period of support)

① Period for support is three month to one year. Less than three month is also

possible through the deliberation of the operating committee.

② Extension of support period only possible through the deliberation of the

operating committee. Extension is allowed for two times after finishing the first

period of support. However three years after the support is regarded as a new

application.

Article 7 (Method of activities)

① Outstanding overseas scientists join existing or new research development teams

of the host research institute and jointly perform tasks. They should stay in Korea

during the period of support and conduct research activities at the host research

institute.

② When the host research institute is a university, outstanding overseas scientists

can give lectures for one subject when necessary.
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③ Outstanding overseas scientists can participate or make presentations at various

seminars and give technology advices to other institutes if they stay within the

boundaries of the Program purpose.

④ Payed leave of outstanding overseas scientists is based on [Annex 1]

⑤ Outstanding overseas scientists can go overseas business trips within the 10% of

the support period. If the accumulated days of overseas trips exceed the 10% or if

the trip is expected to exceed 10 days for one trip, one must submit the trip plan

to the professional institution [Annex no. 2 document] and receive the permit before

the travel. For trips less than 10 days can report to the institution after the travel.

⑥ Outstanding overseas scientists should submit the copy of the passport (departur

e・arrival stamp) and the business trip report [Annex no. 3 document] with detailed

itinerary of activities within the 7 days from the arrival date from overseas business

trips (for both official and personal trip).

⑦ Trips for official purpose are deliberated at the professional institution and the

result is reported to the host research institute. Personal trips and official trips that

are evaluated as not related to official purpose will be deducted from payed leave.

Article 8 (Establishing committee, etc.)

① The head of the professional institution works with BP Operating Committee

(hereinafter referred to as 'Operating Committee') and a committee to select and

evaluate by fields to perform BP Program.

② Operating Committee is composed of 10 experts (including the chair) working

in academic, research and industrial circles. The director of the responsible

Ministry and the chair of the selecting and evaluating committee become ex officio

members.

③ The responsible working level personnel at the professional institution works as

an assistant administrator at Operating Committee.

④ The term for members of Operating Committee is three years and could serve

a second term.

⑤ Meetings can open with more than half of the members present and decisions

can be made by a majority of those present.

⑥ Operating Committee performs the roles as below.

1. Establish & revise the operating guideline
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2. Deliberate Program yearly plan

3. Final deliberation of the applied tasks

4. Deliberate agendas that are agreed to have discussions at Operating

Committee

⑦ The committee to select and evaluate by fields is run by the professional

institution as a provisional committee by securing science & technology experts

pool. This committee is formed with 10 experts working in academic, research and

industrial circles and perform the roles below.

1. Deliberate applied tasks and outstanding overseas scientists, and submit to

Operating Committee

2. Evaluate the activities & performances of the outstanding overseas scientists

3. Etc.

Article 9 (Professional institution) The professional institution has the rights and

responsibility of managing the whole process of BP Program and performs the roles

below.

1. Establish the Program plan

2. Select & evaluate applied tasks and sign agreements

3. Evaluate the results of applied tasks of the host research institute

4. Monitor activities of the Program, pay and settle the Program expenses

5. Analysis, manage and utilize the Program performance

6. Items related to Program security and research ethics

7. Report of major Program performance results to the head of the central

administrative institution

8. Other items that the head of the central administrative institution acknowledged

its necessity in performing the Program

Article 10 (Host research institute) The head of the host research institute has the

rights and responsibility of the below

1. Comprehensive management of signing task agreements and support

2. Cover the Program expenses that the host research institute should bear including

accomodations for the outstanding overseas scientists

3. Manage the Program expenses and report the use the expenses
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4. Submit the performance report

5. Submit the documents of investigation․analysis․evaluation of national research

development program

6. Submit the documents for the performance management of BP Program

7. Comply with BP Program regulations, research ethics and security management of

applied tasks

8. Other items that the head of the professional institution acknowledged its

necessity in performing the tasks

Chapter 3 Program Announcement and Application

Article 11 (Program Announcement)

① The head of the professional institution should announce the detailed promotion

plan of BP Program in advance.

② The announcement should include below items according to ①

1. Purpose of promoting the Program, contents and application period of the

Program

2. Beneficiaries of the Program and the scope of the task

3. Method of Program application

4. Evaluation process and standard of the Program

5. Other items that the professional institution acknowledged its necessity

Article 12 (Applying for Program )

① The head of the host research institute who wishes to invite outstanding overseas

scientists to BP Program should submit the application form to the head of the

professional institution based on the regulation of the professional institution.

② The outstanding overseas scientist could be an individual (1 person) or a group

(2 to 5 people). For a group, each outstanding overseas scientist should satisfy their

individual standard and show the necessity of a group research.

③ Extension of period is screened based on the same standard for new tasks.

④ When applying for the Program, the documents below should be submitted.

1. BP Program application form

2. Certificates of final academic degree, final career and current employment of
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outstanding overseas scientists.

3. Payslip (recent 1 year) of outstanding overseas scientists or documents to prove

this.

4. When the host research institute is a corporate affiliated research institute, a

copy of a written recognition of corporate affiliated research institute issued by

Korea Industrial Technology Association.

5. If the host research institute is a small-sized corporation affiliated research

institute, a document or a booklet that proves it is a small company.

6. If it is applying for a period extension, performance reports of all the periods

(Enclosure form no.1).

Article 13 (Hosting research institute) 'Host research institutes' are government

funded research institutes, national & public research institutes, universities and

university affiliated research institutes, non-profit corporation research institutes,

company affiliated research institutes. However, research institutes among non-profit

corporation research institutes that were intentionally established and run by a

specific business, follow the application standard of company affiliated research

institutes.

Chapter 4 Selection and Evaluation

Article 14 (Evaluation) Evaluation is conducted by screening the qualification of the

professional institution and through the experts evaluation of the committee to select

and evaluate by fields, and a comprehensive screening of the Operating Committee.

① Qualification screening: The professional institution reviews the application forms

and screen the host research institute qualifications, expected period of support,

qualifications of outstanding overseas scientists and submission of required

documents.

② Experts screening

1. The committee to select and evaluate by fields conducts the screening with 10

experts in each field for the tasks that have passed the qualification screening.

Based on the evaluation items [Annex 2], evaluation on the tasks and the

outstanding overseas scientists are implemented simultaneously [Enclosure

document no.4].
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2. To evaluate the applied tasks, establish a committee to select and evaluate in

each field of ‘basic’, ‘electricity․materials’, ‘electricity․electron’, ‘chemical․bio’,

‘resources․ocean & energy’.

3. Experts who are directly related to the task can not participate in evaluating

and making decisions on the task.

4. Each committee calculates average score (exclude the highest and lowest score)

and recommend the tasks with more than score 70 to the Operating

Committee.

③ Comprehensive screening

1. Operating Committee reviews and selects the tasks recommended by the

committee.

2. Consider research grant and period of support within the budget when

selecting the tasks above.

Chapter 5 Signing Agreement and Adjustment

Article 15 (Signing agreement)

① The head of the hosting research institute submits the entry report of

outstanding overseas scientists within the 7 days of arrival to the country and sign

an agreement with the head of the professional institution.

② Signing an agreement is based on [Enclosure form no.5] and the following

documents should by submitted.

1. BP Program written agreement with the head of host research institute's sign

on it.

2. Invitation agreement between the outstanding overseas scientists and the host

research institute.

3. Written oath of the outstanding overseas scientists

4. Utilization plan of applied tasks.

③ Entry report is based on [Enclosure form no.6] and the following document

should be submitted.

1. Passport copy of outstanding overseas scientists that shows the arrival date to

the country.

Article 16 (Adjustment in agreement)
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① When the host research institute wishes to make adjustments on the Program

plan, the reasons for the change should be submitted based on [Enclosure form no.

7] and gain approval from the professional institution. The head of the professional

institution should report the results to the Minister.

② Adjustments of the agreement are as below.

1. Extension of support period

2. Shorten (stop) the support period

3. Separation of support period (the term between the period can not exceed 6

months)

Article 17 (Suspension of support)

① Support is suspended for the following reasons.

1. When it caused an indisputable disadvantage to the nation (criminal

charges).

2. When outstanding overseas scientists cause disruptions to BP Program or cause

major setbacks intentionally for other purposes (when they worked for other

institutes for profit other than the host research institute during the support

period).

3. When submitted documents (application, Program plan, etc.) carry false

information

4. When the research task is shortened or stopped.

5. When the head of the host research institute or outstanding overseas scientists

requested for suspension

6. When outstanding overseas scientists get employed at the host research institute

or other institutes.

7. When outstanding overseas scientists cannot continue research activities (death,

physical or mental disorder)

8. When there is a reason to terminate the agreement (after inspecting the site,

etc.)

② If there is a reason to suspend the support based on ①, the head of the host

research institute should report to the professional institution immediately.

Chapter 6 Use & Management of Program Expenses
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Article 18 (Program expenses)

① The support for outstanding overseas scientists is as below.

1. Research grant : calculate based on [Annex 3] and pay based on [Annex 4]

2. Inviting expenses : air fare, moving expenses, insurance for injury and diseases,

health care, accommodation, etc. based on [Annex 5]

3. The accomodations for outstanding overseas scientists are provided by the host

research institute, and only for outstanding overseas scientists in group B, the

professional institution can support by including it in inviting expenses when

necessary.

② Research grant is provided as below.

1. Research grant is divided into two categories of ordinary grant and special

grant. Ordinary grant is provided in a fixed amount based on the application

form and committee evaluation. Special grant is screened by the committee to

select and evaluate by fields when the host research institute applies for group

A when applying for the Program. Support is provided within the possible

range of support for group A.

2. For company affiliated research institutes and small and medium sized

companies, support 90% of the determined amount of 1. For large companies

support 50% (exclude companies that limit mutual investment and debt

guarantee).

3. The determined amount in 1 and 2, 100% of the amount is provided in the

first and second round and 50% in the third round. The other 50% is provided

by the host research institute.

③ Inviting expenses are supported as below.

1. Air fare is provided to the outstanding overseas scientists and their spouses. If

the support period is less than 6 month, the airfare for the spouse is not

supported. If the support is stopped due to the death or illness of outstanding

overseas scientists, return ticket for 2 family members (including spouse) could

be supported. A round trip economy class for the shortest direct flight

(including domestic flight) is supported for one time.

2. Moving expenses are supported to outstanding overseas scientists whose period

of support is more than 12 months.

3. Health care among the four major insurances and insurance for injury, death,
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stress disorder and disease medical expenses are supported.

④ Beside the support mentioned in ①, support will be given according to the

agreement between the head of the host research institute and the outstanding

overseas scientists.

Article 19 (Program expenses settlement and results report)

① The head of the host research institute should submit the Program expenses

settlement [Enclosure form no.4] to the head of professional institution within one

month after the end of the agreement.

② The balance of Program expenses and interest income more than 100 billion won

should be returned to the professional institution.

③ The head of the professional institution can calculate the balance of an institute

that submitted Program expenses settlement if the institute falls under the following.

1. Institutes that did not submit the Program expenses settlement (①) within

the time limit.

2. Institutes that executed the research grant and inviting expenses in an

inappropriate manner.

3. Institutes that the head of the professional institution acknowledged its

necessity.

Article 20 (Withdrawing Program expenses)

① The head of the professional institution can withdraw the expenses for the

host research institutes if the support is suspended or cancelled based on the article

17, ①.

1. Withdraw the entire expenses (research grant, inviting expenses (air fare,

moving expenses, injury illness insurance, healthcare

A. 1 to 3 of Article 17,①

2. Withdraw the research grant from the moment of misconduct

A. 4 to 8 of Article 17,①

② Based on the level of misconduct, both the responsible personnel of the task and

the outstanding overseas scientists can be banned from Program selection for five

years or less or be limited from application permanently.

③ The host research institute can not exercise the right to indemnity of outstanding

overseas scientists after the suspension of the support. The institute can support
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with its own fund or should end the support. (2 & 3 of Article 17 ① are excluded)

④ If the support is suspended based on Article 17 ①-1 or criminal charges more

than imprisonment are sentenced, the professional institution can withdraw the

whole expenses (including the payed expenses) from the outstanding overseas

scientists.

⑤ If the outstanding overseas scientists or the head of the professional institution

raise an objection on the suspension or withdrawing of the support of Article 17,

the case is deliberated at the Operating Committee.

Chapter 7 Program Evaluation, Inspection and Measures

Article 21 (Field Inspection)

① The head of the professional institution can inspect the overall status of the

professional institution's BP Program frequently. Also he or she can have interviews

on site with the participating researchers to check on the Program when it is

deemed necessary.

② The head of the professional institution reports the results of the on site

inspection to the Minister, and through the deliberation of the Operating Committee,

he or she can take measures such as temporary suspension, withdrawal or cutback

of the Program expenses and termination of agreement.

Article 22 (Submission of report)

① The head of the host research institute should submit the report of results

[Enclosure form no. 10] to the professional institution within one month after

finishing the support.

② If extension of period is needed, the head of the institute should submit the

adjusted plan [Enclosure form no.] one month before the end of the support with

the reports of results for all the rounds of activities.

Article 23 (Evaluation of results)

① The head of the professional institution, to evaluate the reports of results, forms

task evaluation team with the (recommended from the committee to select and

evaluate by fields) three domestic scholars in the respective research fields. To
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maintain the consistency of the task reviewing, one personnel who participated in

selecting the task joins the team. In this case, the subjects of evaluation and related

personnels of the task are excluded.

② Conduct a written evaluation based on evaluation items of [Annex 6] and

[Enclosure form no. 11]. The score is calculated by the average of three evaluators.

③ Extension of period is deliberated based on Article 12 no.③ and the score of the

last round's report results is reflected.

Article 24 (Reporting and application of evaluation results)

① The head of the professional institution reports evaluation results to the host

research institute and the outstanding overseas scientists after grading them as

below.

Range
Category

90-100 80-90 60-80 50-60 below 50

Grade Excellent(S)
Outstanding

(A)
Average(B)

Below

average(C)
Bottom(D)

② Based on the grades, evaluation results are reflected as below.

Evaluation

results
Contents

S Grade

- When the responsible personnel of the task applies for

a follow up research, apply 5% additional points to

the score of evaluation during selection process over

the next 2 years

C Grade

- When the on site or the responsible personnel of the

task applies for a follow up research, apply 3%

deducted points to the score of evaluation during

selection process over the next 2 years or restrict

participation over the next 3 years

D Grade

- When the on site or the responsible personnel of the

task applies for a follow up research, apply 5%

deducted points to the score of evaluation during

selection process over the next 2 years or restrict

participation over the next 3 years

③ When the evaluation results are Below average(C) or Bottom(D), re-evaluation is

possible by reporting to the respective institute and asking for supplemented data.

Raising an objection on the evaluation results should follow 'MSIP (Ministry of
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Science, ICT and Future Planning) Research Development Program Evaluation

Manual'.

Article 25 (Performance management) The professional institution and the host

research institute should work to enhance and expand the achievement of BP

Program.

Article 26 (Details) Details that are needed to implement this guideline are decided

by the professional institution.

Annex

Article 1 (Effective date) The guideline goes into effective on the date (2013.1.29)

Operating Committee authorizes it based on the prescribed formalities.

Article 2 (Interim measures)

① For the past activities made before the revision is regarded as implemented

according to this guideline.

② After the revision, the 'committee to select and evaluate by fields' of Article 8-⑦

(Establishing committee, etc.), will be applied after Feb. 28, 2014. Until Feb. 28, 2014,

the 'committee to select and evaluate by fields' which was established before the

revision will be run as a provisional committee by utilizing the science and

technology experts pool.


